NOVEMBER 10 / DOCTORAL WORKSHOP

Venue: Stockholm University, Stockholm Centre for Commercial Law (Library building, level 6)

12:00-13:00  Lunch

13:00-14:45  Session 1

  Public Administration and Computational Transparency in Algorithms
  Asbjørn William Ammitzbøll Flügge, University of Copenhagen

  The Impact of Cultural Norms on Ethical and Legal Expectations in the Context of Robot Regulation?
  Naomi Lintvedt, University of Oslo

  Regulating Cryptography: Rationale and Limits
  Peter Davis, University of Oslo

  Digital Body Doubles, Actors/Actresses' Digital Image and Law
  Sarah Markiewicz, Université de Caen Normandie

14:45-15:00  Coffee and cake/fruit

15:00-17:15  Session 2

  The creation of contractual obligations and blockchain-based smart contracts
  Lara Ann Waters, University of Copenhagen

  Fair treatment of ethnic minority patient groups in algorithm-driven medicine – The protective capacity and potential role of direct and indirect discrimination
  Mathias K. Hauglid, UiT The Arctic University of Norway

  Artificial Intelligence, democracy and human dignity
  Silvia A. Carretta, Uppsala University

  A Concept Model Study for a Distributed Dispute Resolution Mechanism
  Golnaz A. Jafari, University of Oslo

  Online Platforms: the new norm setters
  Angelica Fernandez, University of Luxembourg